
COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT PUBLIC HEARING A-42-21
HELD AT CIVIC COMPLEX, CITY OF CORNWALL

AT 5:00 P.M., ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 2021

Acting Chair, Mr. Ben de Haan called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. Member of the
Committee, Mr. Ray Contant attended the meeting. Mr. Alex Gatien & Lindsay Parisien,
Development Planners were present. Mr. Stephen Alexander and Christina Seguin were absent.

The hearing was being held to consider an application by Kevin Lalonde (2A McConnell Avenue)
who is asking for: Asking for relief from the Zoning By-law to permit setbacks of 5 inches on
the west side and 8 inches on the east side when the Zoning By-law requires 0.8 metres. This
variance is required to expand an existing deck at 2A McConnell Avenue.

THAT the Agenda be approved.

Motion Carried

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

There were no conflicts of interest.

Mr. Kevin Lalonde attended the meeting.

Department Comments are read by Christina Seguin.

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY COMMENTS:

Engineering Division

No objections.

Note: Regarding the proposed relocation of the existing fence closer to the Southern property
line. The owner shall proceed with caution as to not cause damage to the City retaining wall
and any associated subsurface elements.

Economic Development

No objections.

Traffic Division

No objections.
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Municipal Works Division

No objections.

Buildings and Permits Division

No objections.

Zoning Section

No objections.

Planning Division

Planning has reviewed the application, inspected the site and is conditionally supportive.

The property is a rowhouse end unit, and is located on Part Lot 6, Concession 1, being Part 15 on Plan
52R-8317, known municipally as 2A McConnell Avenue and is located in a Residential 30 zone (RES30).

The applicant is asking for relief from the Zoning By-law to permit a deck expansion with setbacks of 5
inches on the west side and 8 inches on the east side.

It should be noted that there is some confusion over the rear (west side) setback. The Site Plan indicates
it is 1.67 metres, while the applicant was told it was 1.27 metres by a representative of the construction
company. Planning visited the site and measured the setback, which seemed to be in vicinity of 1.5
metres.

Planning would recommend that a condition be that the deck extension shall not extend further than 44
inches regardless of the actual setback.

The applicant initially intended to extend the deck towards the water and over a city-built (but not
owned) retaining wall. This would have resulted in considerable complications in the future and was
reduced to widening the deck.

The Zoning By-law does permit decks on rowhouses with no severance line (ie. under common
ownership) to extend to the property line. The deck extension to the west will not extend to the
property line but will still have a gap. The extension to the east will allow stairs directly to the deck and
access from the rear yard.

Minor Variance A-16-17 allowed the construction of the townhouses and included six variances.

However, the decks for all four rowhouses are all technically located in an exterior side yard, which
permits a projection of 6 feet from a main wall.

Planning believes this was overlooked at the time due to the complexity of the variance. Planning would
request that the Committee recognize a projection of 10 feet for all decks in the rowhouse complex.
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While these decks technically project into an exterior side yard, it is functionally the rear yard for these
rowhouses.

Official Plan 14.10.2. In considering applications for minor variances, the Committee shall
consider:

a) whether the requested variance would constitute a "minor" departure from the Zoning By-
law;

b) whether the intent and purpose of the Official Plan and Zoning By-law can still be met if the
variance is granted;

e) whether the resulting development would be compatible with adjacent uses and in character
with the established development in the area;

g) that in approving the minor variance no dangerous precedent would be created;

h) comments from City Departments.

DISCUSSION

There was no discussion pertaining to this application.

IN-CAMERA SESSION

Motion to MOVE INTO A CLOSED MEETING after hearing all parties at the Committee of
Adjustment meeting, at approximately 5:45 p.m. to address matters pertaining to Section 239
(2) and (3.1) of the Municipal Act, 2001 S.O. 2001 S.O. 2001, Chapter 25:

239 (1) Except as provided in this section, all meetings shall be open to the public. 2001, c. 25, s.
239(1).

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

Motion Carried

Exceptions

(2) A meeting or part of a meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered is,

Item 1 -A-42-21 Debate and Decision regarding: Deck
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(g) a matter in respect of which a council, board, committee, or other body may hold a closed
meeting under another Act (Planning Act Section 45 (6))

After some discussion, it was the Committee's unanimous decision that the application be
APPROVED for the following reasons:

1. Asking for relief from the Zoning By-law to permit setbacks of 5 inches on the west
side and 8 inches on the east side when the Zoning By-law requires 0.8 metres. This
variance is required to expand an existing deck at 2A McConnell Avenue.

2. The variance is DESIRABLE for the appropriate development or use of the land,
building and structures.

3. The variance MAINTAINS the general intent and purpose of the Official Plan and
Zoning By-law.

4. There were no objections.

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Ben de Haan

Motion Carried

RISE AND REPORT

lteml-A-42-21

Motion to allow Minor Variance for: Deck

Christina Seguin, Secretary/Treasurer
Committee of Adjustment-City of Cornwall



COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT PUBLIC HEARING A-43-21
HELD AT CIVIC COMPLEX, CITY OF CORNWALL

AT 5:00 P.M., ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 2021

Acting Chair, Mr. Ben de Haan called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. Member of the
Committee, Mr. Ray Content attended the meeting. Mr. Alex Gatien & Lindsay Parisien,
Development Planners were present. Mr. Stephen Alexander and Christina Seguin were absent.

The hearing was being held to consider an application by Rothmar Holdings Inc. - Aaron Bell
(A/Stantec Consulting Ltd. - Eric Bays) (410-420 Marlborough Street) who are asking for: Asking
for relief from the Comprehensive Zoning By-law #751-69 as amended, to recognize the legal
non-conforming status of the rowhouse units at 410-420 Marlborough St. This Minor
Variance under Section 34 (9) of the Planning Act, will recognize the existing setbacks and lot
area, and all Zoning provisions for each proposed parcel in support of the consent application
B-36-21 that will sever the units and provide separate legal descriptions.

THAT the Agenda be approved.

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

There were no conflicts of interest.

Motion Carried

Mr. Aaron Bell attended the meeting. Mr. Eric Bays attended the meeting virtually.

Department Comments are read by Christina Seguin.

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY COMMENTS:

Engineering Division

Comments are the same as B-36-21.

Economic Development

No objections.

Traffic Division

1) Traffic is aware it is gravel parking, but they would need to ensure parking for at least 1 vehicle per
ownership.
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2) Since neither entrance is wide enough for two-way traffic, then they would have to somehow setup a
one-way system (change of ownership would cancel grandfather clauses I assume). If this is correct,
then signs installed, and any paved sections be painted to that effect.

Municipal Works Division

Each severed parcel will require a separate water service lateral, sanitary lateral and storm lateral.

Buildings and Permits Division

No objections.

Zoning Section

'I

Linear rowhouse dwellings are permitted in Residential 20 zones.

Planning Division

Planning has reviewed the application, inspected the site and is supportive.

The existing linear rowhouse dwelling is located in a Residential 20 Zone, on Part Lot 1, N/S Fourth
Street, and is known municipally as 410, 412, 414, 416, 418, and 420 Marlborough Street. The two-
storey rowhouses were built in 1920.

The applicant is seeking an expansion to the legal non-conforming status of the linear rowhouse
dwellings to recognize the existing setbacks, lot area and all Zoning provisions for each new parcel of
land.

This Minor Variance application is associated with Consent Application B-36-21, which has been
submitted by the applicant to sever the units in order to provide separate legal description.

The rowhouses are deficient in terms affront yard setback, side yard setbacks and access aisle width,
but do otherwise largely conform to the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw. There is adequate parking for
each uniton-site.

Under Section 14.8.2 of the Official Plan - In Considering Applications for Minor Variances, the
Committee shall consider:

e) whether the resulting development would be compatible with adjacent uses and in character with the
established development in the area.
g) that in approving the Minor Variance no dangerous precedent would be created.
In addition, Section 14.9 Non-Conforming Uses further supports this application as the Committee shall
have consideration for:
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1. Any land use which was lawfully in existence on the day of the passing of the Zoning By-law may
continue to exist and shall be considered as a legal nonconforming use provided that it
continues to be used for its original purpose.

DISCUSSION

There was no discussion pertaining to this application.

IN-CAMERA SESSION

Motion to MOVE INTO A CLOSED MEETING after hearing all parties at the Committee of
Adjustment meeting, at approximately 5:45 p.m. to address matters pertaining to Section 239
(2) and (3.1) of the Municipal Act, 2001 S.O. 2001 S.O. 2001,Chapter 25:

239 (1) Except as provided in this section, all meetings shall be open to the public. 2001, c. 25, s.
239(1).

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

Motion Carried

Exceptions

(2) A meeting or part of a meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered is,

Item 3 -A-43-21 Debate and Decision regarding: Rowhouse

(g) a matter in respect of which a council, board, committee, or other body may hold a closed
meeting under another Act (Planning Act Section 45 (6))

After some discussion, it was the Committee's unanimous decision that the application be
APPROVED for the following reasons:

1. Asking for relief from the Comprehensive Zoning By-law #751-69 as amended,
to recognize the legal non-conforming status of the rowhouse units at 410-420
Marlborough St. This Minor Variance under Section 34 (9) of the Planning Act,
will recognize the existing setbacks and lot area, and all Zoning provisions for
each proposed parcel in support of the consent application B-36-21 that will
sever the units and provide separate legal descriptions.
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2. The variance is DESIRABLE for the appropriate development or use of the land,
building and structures.

3. The variance MAINTAINS the general intent and purpose of the Official Plan
and Zoning By-law.

4. There were no objections.

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

RISE AND REPORT

ltem3-A-43-21

Motion to allow Minor Variance for: Rowhouse

Motion Carried

Christina Seguin, Secretary/Treasurer
Committee of Adjustment-City of Cornwall



COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT PUBLIC HEARING B-36-21
HELD AT CIVIC COMPLEX, CITY OF CORNWALL

AT 5:00 P.M., ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 2021

Acting Chair, Mr. Ben de Haan called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. Member of the
Committee, Mr. Ray Contant attended the meeting. Mr. Alex Gatien & Lindsay Parisien,
Development Planners were present. Mr. Stephen Alexander and Christina Seguin were absent.

The hearing was being held to consider an application by Rothmar Holdings Inc.- Aaron Bell
(A/Eric Bays-Stantec Consulting Ltd.) (410-420 Marlborough Street) who are asking for:
Consent to convey the six existing rowhouse dwellings into six transferrable parcels and place
an access easement over the existing laneway and drive aisle to maintain access to rear yard
parking.

THAT the Agenda be approved.

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

There were no conflicts of interest.
Motion Carried

Mr. Aaron Bell attended the meeting. Mr. Eric Bays attended the meeting virtually.

Department Comments were read by: Alex Gatien

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY COMMENTS:

Engineering Division

Conditions:

1. Separate and dedicated sanitary and water services are required for each separately
transferable parcel. A Site Servicing Plan for the proposed development shall be submitted to
the City's Engineering Division for review and approval prior to proceeding with construction.
2. The storm and sanitary site services shall consist of two separate and distinct systems. This
comment is specific to the existing catch basin in the parking area at the rear of the building.
Associated storm water shall drain to the existing storm sewer on Marlborough Street.
3. In order to re-use any existing site services, the Applicant will be required to perform a sewer
lateral video inspection by a qualified contractor to locate and confirm the condition and
material of the existing services.
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4. All common elements on private property (water, sewer, storm, utilities, etc.) shall be jointly
owned and maintained by the property owners that share the use of said services. This should
be reflected in a maintenance agreement between owners, registered on title and shown on a
reference plan.
5. If a private water or sewer main is proposed to accommodate the individual site servicing
requirements the applicant shall provide an easement in favour of the City of Cornwall over
these lands to inspect and access said infrastructure.

Note:

It appears as though each unit is already individually serviced with gas and hydro. However,
some of the existing underground gas and overhead electrical services appear to cross the
proposed lot lines. The relevant utility companies (Cornwall Electric, Bell, Cogeco, Union Gas,
etc.) should be notified to confirm that the required utility easements are in place and that they
are satisfied with the configuration of the existing site servicing.

Economic Development

No objections.

Traffic Division

H
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1) Traffic is aware it is gravel parking, but they would need to ensure parking for at least 1
vehicle per ownership.

2) Since neither entrance is wide enough for two-way traffic, then they would have to
somehow setup a one-way system (change of ownership would cancel grandfather clauses I
assume). If this is correct, then signs installed, and any paved sections be painted to that
effect.

IVLymcipal Works Division

Each severed parcel will require a separate water service lateral, sanitary lateral and storm lateral.

Buildings and Permits Division

No objections.

Zoning Section

No objections.
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Cornwall Electric

Cornwall Electric would require a blanket easement on the property to cover our power line
coming from Marlborough to the backyard, service wires from the pole to the building and
meter locations.

Enbridge Gas Inc.

Enbridge Gas Inc. does have service lines running within the area which may or may not be
affected by the proposed severance.
Should the proposed severance impact these services, it may be necessary to terminate the gas
service and relocate the line according to the new property boundaries.

Any Service relocation required due to a severance would be at the cost of the property owner.
Also, should future gas service be required to either the severed or retained parcel, a request
for gas service needs to be submitted to the Attachment Centre at 1-866-772-1045.

Planning Division

Planning has reviewed the application, inspected the site and is conditionally supportive.

The existing linear rowhouse dwelling is located in a Residential 20 Zone, on Part Lot 1, N/S Fourth
Street, and is known municipally as 410, 412, 414, 416, 418, and 420 Marlborough Street. The two-
storey rowhouses were built in 1920.

The applicant is seeking to sever the property so as to create separate parcels for legal description. Each
unit will have at least one parking space on their parcel. An easement will establish a shared right-of-
way for site access.

A joint Maintenance Agreement will ensure the property is maintained and that snow is removed.

This Consent Application is associated with Minor Variance A-43-21, which has been submitted by the
applicant to expand the legal non-conforming use of the existing linear development.

Committee of Adjustment Decisions B-14-21 and B-15-21 approved a comparable severance with similar
conditions for a rowhouse development of similar age. The primary difference in that case was that the
parking was not located directly behind each unit and required a restrictive covenant to link disparate
parcels.

An objection was submitted on behalf of a nearby resident which proposed that a Plan of Condominium
would be a more appropriate option than easements establishing rights-of-way and a joint maintenance
agreement. Planning feels that the Official Plan provides clear direction that a Plan of Condominium or a
Plan of Subdivision would be required in new development where new roads and/or where municipal
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services were being extended (OP Section 14.11.3). In this case, no new roads are being built and no
municipal services are being extended, and the building has existed for nearly 100 years.

Planning would recommend that the servicing requirements from engineering and utility companies be
added as conditions on the severance.

Official Plan Section 5.2.6 - Encourage the conservation and rehabilitation of structurally sound older
housing stock and protect and upgrade older, stable residential neighbourhoods.

Official Plan Section 14.11.4 - In reviewing consent applications, the Committee of Adjustment shall
have regard for:

a) the impact upon and adequacy of municipal or on-site services, utilities and community
facilities;

b) compatibility with adjacent land uses;

d) conformity with Official Plan policies, zoning regulations and other municipal by-laws;

h) previous consents granted on the land holding or in the area;

i) precedents created.

Overall, Planning's position is that as the number of units is small, the building has existed for nearly 100
years, no new roads are required, no services are being extended, and there is considerable precedent
for this form of tenure for rowhouses in Cornwall then a maintenance agreement and easements are
sufficient to ensure orderly development.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Gordon Gauthier told the Committee that he represented the applicant. He introduced the
other parties that were present. Mr. Ben de Haan asked the agent (Mr. Eric Bays) for a brief
overview of the application. The agent told the Committee that there are 6 attached
townhouse units on the west side of Marlborough Street. He went on to say that the buildings
were a century old. Mr. Bays described the units as yellow brick facade which have been
covered up over the years for maintenance and the porches have been closed up. He also
illustrated the rear parking arrangement.

Mr. Bays commented that the properties are under one ownership and that Mr. Bell's intent is
to divide them up in individual ownership. He went on to say that usually these severances are
straight forward but this one requires some additional consideration because of the shared
driveway and rear yard parking.
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IN-CAMERA SESSION

Motion to MOVE INTO A CLOSED MEETING after hearing all parties at the Committee of
Adjustment meeting, at approximately 5:45 p.m. to address matters pertaining to Section 239
(2) and (3.1) of the Municipal Act, 2001 S.O. 2001 S.O. 2001,Chapter 25:

239 (1) Except as provided in this section, all meetings shall be open to the public. 2001, c. 25, s.
239(1).

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

Motion Carried

Exceptions

(2) A meeting or part of a meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered is,

Item 2 - B-36-21 Debate and Decision regarding: Transferrable Parcels

(g) a matter in respect of which a council, board, committee, or other body may hold a closed
meeting under another Act (Planning Act Section 45 (6))

After some discussion, it was the Committee's unanimous decision that the application be for
the following reasons:

1. Consent to convey the six existing rowhouse dwellings into six transferrable parcels
and place an access easement over the existing laneway and drive aisle to maintain
access to rear yard parking.

2. The lots are serviced.

3. The land is suitable for the purpose for which it is to be subdivided.
4. There were no objections.

Moved By: Mr. Ray Contant
Seconded By: Mr. Ben de Haan

Motion Carried

RISE AND REPORT

Item 2 - B-36-21

Motion to allow Consent for: (Transferrable Parcels)
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Christina Seguin, Secretary/Treasurer
Committee of Adjustment-City of Cornwall


